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￭ Vivia Product Key is a video editing and converting program for DV footage. It is designed for the quick, efficient editing of
clips and transitions in real-time, as well as the editing of multiple clips at the same time. ￭ Features ￭ Editing of movie clips
and transitions in real-time ￭ "Multi-cam" editing mode: support for natural editing of scenes that were recorded by multiple
cameras simultaneously ￭ Multiple clips and multiple movies in a single project ￭ Support for multi-speed and multi-angle

transitions ￭ Superb real-time quality and speed ￭ Doesn't lock up your computer when editing ￭ Support for multiple
resolution settings ￭ Support for multiple file formats ￭ No limit on the number of frames (video or audio) ￭ Only supports
PAL (no NTSC) ￭ No support for audio capture ￭ Supports separate files for audio and video ￭ Support for AVI files (not

DV), and support for DV files as raw or ASF/WMV ￭ Support for image files (tiff) ￭ Quick and easy batch conversion of video
files ￭ "Expert" mode for advanced editing ￭ Supports a wide variety of popular audio and video file formats ￭ Supports Image-

to-Video (AVI) conversion of photos ￭ Powerful export capabilities ￭ "Smart previews" that use the screen capture tools built
into the program to allow you to make real-time previews of the clip before you cut it ￭ Multithreaded image processing that
allows you to work on a number of clips simultaneously ￭ Clip-to-clip audio synchronization with playback and importation ￭
Automatic conversion of audio and video files ￭ "Expert" mode for advanced editing ￭ Automatic gain control and limiter for

audio ￭ "Real" time hardware playback support ￭ Keyframe-based and non-keyframe-based editing modes ￭ "Multi-cam"
editing mode ￭ Exports to AVI, MP4, MPEG-4 and other popular formats ￭ Supports software encoding ￭ Support for DV-

encoded audio files and for audio files recorded from a sound card ￭ Supports multiple channel audio �
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KEYMACRO is a C++ based key-remapping program that allows you to remap any keyboard key to any other key (this can be
done for both MS Windows and Mac OS). It also enables the user to remap any specific key to a macro. This is useful for

modifying the default behavior of your keyboard (e.g. change the Win key into a backspace key). KeyMACRO also comes with
a small number of predefined macros that can be used to instantly change the behavior of your keyboard (e.g. change the Win

key into a Caps Lock key). Here are some key features of KeyMACRO: ￭ Enables the user to easily and quickly remap any key
to any other key ￭ Enables the user to remap any specific key to a macro ￭ Provides the option to remap a key to itself, and an

easy way to remap the same key to another key ￭ Provides the option to enable/disable the use of the predefined macros ￭
Provides the option to enable/disable the logging of keystrokes ￭ Allows to remap the action of any key in any folder of the file
system ￭ Includes a large number of predefined macros (for both US and UK keyboards) Missing features: ￭ Some features are
still missing at the moment, and will be addressed in the following version: ￭ No support for keyboard remapping ￭ No support
for specific key remapping ￭ No support for dynamic key mapping ￭ No support for dynamic key mapping with a mouse ￭ No
support for user-defined macro recording and replay ￭ No support for logging user-defined macros ￭ No support for saving the

keyboard mapping (e.g. to a.reg file) ￭ No support for dynamic key mapping with a mouse ￭ No support for dynamic key
mapping with a mouse ￭ No support for dynamic key mapping ￭ No support for keyboard remapping with a mouse ￭ No

support for keyboard remapping with a mouse ￭ No support for keyboard remapping with a mouse ￭ No support for keyboard
remapping with a mouse ￭ No support for keyboard remapping with a mouse ￭ No support for keyboard remapping with a

mouse ￭ No support 1d6a3396d6
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Vivia is a cross-platform software for editing multi-camera material. It's an easy-to-use interface for the editing of video
material. It offers natural and intuitive editing of clips and transitions. The final project can be exported in the popular DV-
encoded AVI format, or in the raw DV format, for professional archiving and further editing with other programs. Vivia also
supports multiple cameras in a single project. The source files are automatically detected and organized into a hierarchical
project structure, with the main camera in the root folder. The editing can be done by transferring clips between folders in the
project tree, or directly to a final destination folder. Vivia comes with a plug-in for previewing the source clips and assigning
captions. Vivia also supports multi-language subtitles. After the video has been edited, the project can be exported to an AVI
file, or exported as a folder of raw DV-encoded files. The exported AVI file can be viewed using standard video players, such as
Windows Media Player or QuickTime Player. The root folder of the project can also be exported as a series of AVI files, or
exported as a series of DVD folders. Vivia can export in either the Windows file format or the DVD-Video file format. The
time code of the original source material can also be preserved and exported. A wide range of transitions can be created, with
the ability to apply the same transition to multiple clips. Each transition can be linked to one or more clips, and adjusted in real-
time. A wide range of graphic effects can be applied to the video material. The project settings can be saved, and the project
can be used later with the saved settings. Introduction: Vivia is a video editing program for the Windows operating system,
written in the programming language C. It is distributed free of charge, without any advertising or restrictive restrictions. The
latest stable version can be downloaded from Vivia supports all DV-encoded formats as well as JPEG and uncompressed video.
The user can import videos into a hierarchical project structure with the main camera in the root folder. The project can be
exported in two different video formats: the DV-encoded AVI file, or the raw DV video format. The program features multi-
language subtitles, with the ability to automatically synchronize the video material with the subtitles.

What's New in the Vivia?

Vivia is a smart and easy-to-usevideo editing program that offers very user-friendly editing of DV video material. It provides
extremely easy editing of clips and transitions in real-time, along with multi-camera support for editing scenes that were
recorded by more than one camera simultaneously. Here are some key features of "Vivia": ￭ Efficient and easy editing of movie
clips and transitions ￭ "Multi-cam" edit mode: support for natural editing of scenes that were recorded by multiple cameras
simultaneously, as is typical in music videos and interviews ￭ Support for multiple movies in a single project Missing features: ￭
Only supports PAL (no NTSC) (to be addressed in v.0.2) ￭ Only supports DV files (either raw or AVI) and image files (to be
addressed in v.0.2) ￭ Only supports export into a DV-encoded AVI file; further conversion could be done with another program
(to be addressed in v.0.2) ￭ No support for music tracks (to be addressed in v.0.3) ￭ Very limited number of transitions (to be
addressed in v.0.4) ￭ Titles must be created in an graphics program (to be addressed in v.0.4) ￭ Does not offer video capture;
that needs to be done with another program (to be addressed in v.0.5) Requirements: ￭ Sound card that supports 48000Hz ￭
512MB RAM Description: The easiest way to create and edit still images is with Canvas. Use your tablet to paint, draw or
design on one or more photos and place your work on your social network or in an album. Canvas is available for the iPad,
iPhone and iPod touch and you can save your images to the cloud for access from your computer or another device. Use Canvas
to: ￭ Create & edit photos and images on your device ￭ Edit photo and image files on your device ￭ Move photos and images
between your device and your computer Missing features: ￭ Only supports a limited number of file formats (to be addressed in
v.1.0) ￭ Does not support selected frames ￭ Does not offer watermarking ￭ Does not offer text and logo editing ￭ Has limited
image editing options ￭ Does not support adding or editing text or design elements ￭ Has limited drawing tools ￭ Only supports
iOS 5
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System Requirements:

Windows® 7, 8 or 8.1 (32-bit and 64-bit) 2.0 GHz dual core processor 2GB RAM 16GB available space DirectX 11 Windows®
Operating System Minimum requirements: 1.0 GHz dual core processor 1GB RAM 4GB available space Minimum
Requirements for Windows® XP:
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